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Abstract
Introduction: As the prevalence of obesity rises, so does the
need for reliable Body Composition (BC) methods. Many methods
of BC analysis exist, however validity between methods has been
questioned. Uncertainty exists within the scientific literature about
which laboratory method and field measurement is applicable for
the overweight population to estimate Percent Body Fat (% BF).
There is scarce research comparing Hydrostatic Weighing (HW)
and Dual Energy X-Ray Absorptiometry (DXA) with field methods in
overweight individuals. The purpose of this study was to compare HW
and DXA with Multi-Frequency (MF-BIA) and a Single-Frequency (SFBIA) Bioelectrical Impedance (BIA) device.
Methods: Twenty-five overweight and obese adults (BMI 30.1 ±
4.1 kg/ m2, 13 males, 12 females, ages 24.6 ± 4.7y) were randomly
assessed by vertical SF-BIA, and supine MF-BIA against DXA and lastly
HW. All participants followed standardized pre-testing guidelines
for BC assessment. Agreement was assessed using a 2 (group) x 4
(method) RMANOVA and post-hoc t-tests were applied as appropriate.
All methods of body composition were used and compared to DXA and
HW.

Results: Significant main effects between BC methods were
observed F (1, 23) = 63.8, p < 0.001). Where % BF values were higher
using the DXA (34.2 ± 10.6 %) vs. HW (28.2 ± 9.3 %) (p < 0.001).
Additionally, % BF values were higher using the MF-BIA (30.9 ± 58.8
%) compared to the SF-BIA (26.2 ± 8.0%) (p < 0.001). %BF values
were significantly correlated between SF-BIA and HW (p < 0.05, r =
0.902) as well as between MF-BIA and DXA (p < 0.05, r = 0.709).
Conclusions: Differences in %BF were evident when comparing
the vertical SF-BIA and supine MF-BIA with HW and DXA. The field
method SF-BIA was found to correlate with the laboratory method
HW. Whereas the field method MF-BIA was found to correlate with
DXA.
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Introduction

The well-documented rise of overweight and obesity rates in
the United States represents a major public health concern, with
recent reports estimating that an astonishing 16.9% of juvenile
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Americans, and 34.9% of American adults, are obese [1].This
unfortunate prevalence of obesity, with associated long-term
health consequences, places the precision and accuracy of the Body
Composition Analysis (BCA) techniques used to estimate percent
body fat (%BF) in a position of elevated clinical and practical
importance, particularly for overweight or obese individuals
[2]. Accurate and reliable in vivo determination of whole-body
composition across a diverse array of subpopulations is critical
to the veracity of subsequent diagnoses and prognostication, as
well as crucial for dependable comparison of repeated analyses,
often used to assess fluctuations in body composition over time,
as with monitoring periods of anticipated weight loss or weight
gain [2]. A variety of BCA methods exist, including. Hydrostatic
Weighing (HW), Dual-Energy X-Ray Absorptiometry (DXA), Air
Displacement Plethysmography (ADP), Skin Fold Measurement
(SF), Bioelectrical Impedance Analysis (BIA) and Ultrasound
(US); each presenting individual virtues and limitations [3-6].

The early stages of BCA were largely predominated by HW, or
hydro densitometry, which was regarded as the “gold standard”
laboratory BCA technique for many decades [5, 6]. Based on the
Archimedes principle, HW compares subjects’ dry weight with
underwater weight to establish body volume and determine
density [7]. This method is comparatively time consuming, and
can be difficult or uncomfortable for some subjects, as they are
required to perform repeated maximal voluntary exhalations
while completely submerged [5, 8]. HW is also limited by several
inherent sources of error, these largely stem from variability in
residual airway volume [5], and the dependence of this method
on a number of static reference values, drawn from limited animal
and cadaver research performed in the 1940’s and 50’s [9-11].
These include static assumptions regarding the densities of Fat
Mass (FM) (0.9007 g/ cm3), and Fat-Free Mass (FFM) (1.100 g/
cm3), as well as the water content of FFM (73.2 %), which are often
uniformly applied to all subjects irrespective of age, ethnicity, or
body composition [12]. As these values are understood to fluctuate
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among temporal, genetic, and anthropometric subpopulations,
indiscriminate reliance on these reference estimates presents a
known source of error for HW [5], and this technique has come
to be supplanted by combinatory multi-component models as the
criterion laboratory determination of in vivo body composition
[13,14].

DXA is an expedient, non-invasive, and relatively novel
technology that has been considered a valid and reliable
reference method for BCA by some researchers [15, 16, 17, 7].
Other experts, however, have taken issue with the manifest
limitations of DXA, including minor systematic errors associated
with altered hydration status [18, 19] methodological difficulty
in parsing overlapping regions of bone and soft tissue [20], a
tendency to significantly under-predict % BF in lean subjects [21,
22], and signal attenuation with sagittal abdominal diameter >
20 cm leading to diminished accuracy in obese populations [2325]. These issues are in addition to broad inability to directly
compare DXA outcomes from disparate DXA instruments, even
those from the same manufacturer, due to proprietary predictive
algorithms and other non-trivial performance disparities
[26, 27]. Moreover, DXA presents many disadvantages more
traditionally associated with complex laboratory measures, such
as prohibitive cost, immobility, limited availability, and the need
for certified operators [26].
Due to the established limitations of both DXA and HW, a
popular field alternative for assessing body composition is BIA,
which is often favored due to its relative affordability, portability,
and non-invasive nature [6, 28]. In essence, BIA estimates body
volume from a given length and measured resistance to electrical
current, relying on four primary assumptions with understood
limitations: (1) the human body is shaped like a perfect cylinder
of uniform length and cross-sectional area, (2) impedance to
electrical conductance through the human body is directly
related to the length of the conductor and inversely related to
its cross sectional area, (3) impedance is a function of resistance
and reactance, and (4) human tissues act discretely as either
conductors (muscle mass), or insulators (fat mass), with the
current following the path of least resistance [28].

Tissue electrical impedance can be measured using either
Single Frequency (SF) devices, able to assess only extracellular
fluid, or Multi-Frequency (MF) devices, which estimate fluid
volume in both intra- and extracellular compartments [28].
Numerous BIA devices have been commercially developed,
with the efficacy of these devices in the general population
typically being established through comparison to reference
measures such as HW and DXA [29]. Currently, there is lack of
data validating SF-BIA and MF-BIA performance in overweight
or obese individuals using criterion measures such as HW or
DXA, with only a handful of published articles presently available
[16,30,31].
Excess body fat is the fundamental root of obesity and
associated health concerns. Consequently, a simple, expedient
and dependable assessment of body composition within
overweight and obese populations is particularly desirable, both
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for accurate single evaluation of acute condition, and for valid
comparison of repeated measures while monitoring weight
fluctuations over time [2, 32]. Unfortunately, some laboratory
methods, such as ADP, are simply methodologically unsuitable
for obese populations, while data illuminating the most widely
used method for these overweight subjects, BIA, is limited
[32,33]. Accordingly, the purpose of this study was to compare
the performance of two separate BIA devices, the Omron HBF
306 (SF-BIA) and Impedimed SFB7 (MF-BIA), in overweight
and obese young adults, using both DXA and HW as comparative
reference measures.

Materials and Methods
Subjects

The protocol utilized by this study was approved in advance
by the Institutional Review Board for human subjects at California
State University - San Bernardino. Twenty-five overweight or
obese adults (BMI ≥ 25 kg/m2) volunteered to participate in
this project, with written informed consent obtained from each
participant prior to data collection. Prospective participants
were excluded from the investigation if they presented with a
serious medical condition such as heart disease, diabetes, renal
disease, or cancer; had a pacemaker; were currently pregnant
or breastfeeding; had a body weight > 350 pounds, or reported
currently using medications or dietary supplements understood
to impact body composition (i.e. ephedra, capsaicin, caffeine,
thermogenic compounds, or any herbal or botanical purported
to facilitate weight loss). Eligible participants were instructed to
arrive euhydrated for data collection, and to refrain from alcohol
use for 48 hours, strenuous exercise for 24 hours, and nutrient
consumption for 4 hours prior to all testing.

Research Protocol

All measurements were collected from each participant
during a single testing session lasting approximately 3 hours.
Upon arrival at the laboratory, all participants were initially asked
to void their bladder, if possible. This was immediately followed
by assessment of participants’ barefoot body mass and standing
height (Dectecto Cardinal Scale Manufacturing Co., Webb City,
MO, USA); each taken as the average of duplicate measurements,
and measured to the nearest 0.01 kg and 0.1 cm, respectively.
After completing these initial assessments, participants then
rotated through the following stations in no specific order: SFBIA (Omron Model HBF-306, Omron Healthcare, Vernon Hills,
IL, USA); MF-BIA (ImpediMed SFB7, Impedimed, Ltd., Eight Mile
Plains, Queensland, Australia); DXA (enCORE 2010; software
v.13.50.040; GE/Lunar Corp, Madison, WI, USA); and HW
(VacuMed Ventura, CA).

Omron HBF-306 BIA (SF-BIA)

Each participant’s sex, height, weight, and age in years
were entered into the SF-BIA device. Height was entered to the
nearest 0.25 in, while weight was entered to the nearest 0.5 lb.
Participants were instructed to stand upright, with feet shoulderwidth apart, arms parallel to the ground, and elbows extended.
They were then asked to grasp the handles and maintain contact
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with the metal sensor electrodes for approximately 5 seconds,
until the process was completed.

ImpediMed SFB7 (MF-BIA)

Participants were instructed to lay supine on a table with
arms and legs abducted 30-45º for five minutes. Prior to electrode
placement, excess body hair was removed, and the bare skin at
each site was cleaned with alcohol. Next, height, weight, age, and
sex for each subject was entered into the MF-BIA device, with
electrodes then placed at the right hand and foot in accordance
with manufacturer recommendations. Hydration was assessed
using the Total Body Water (TBW) values generated by the MFBIA device via Bioelectrical Impedance Spectroscopy (BIS). All
subjects were within the desirable range for TBW values for
adequate hydration status [34].

Dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA)

All DXA measurements were performed by a licensed
operator. The GE® Prodigy bone densitometer (enCORE 2010;
software v.13.50.040) utilized for this study was calibrated
once daily according to manufacturer specifications. Prior to
measurement, subjects were asked to wear light athletic type
clothing which did not include metal zippers, metal underwire
bras, and to remove belts and/or jewelry. Participants were then
instructed to lay supine and remain motionless on the scanning
bed for the duration of the whole body scan.

Hydrostatic Weighing (HW)

Body density was evaluated from HW, corrected for
Residual Lung Volume (RV). RV was determined on land with
the participant in a seated position, using the oxygen dilution
method [35], as assessed by metabolic cart (True One 2400®,
Parvo-Medics, Inc. Provo, Utah). In order to be considered a valid
RV measurement, a minimum of two trials were obtained, with
an average of the nearest two trials within ± 5% recorded as the
final measure. Following RV assessment, participants obtained
a dry body weight using a Dectecto® weight scale (Dectecto
Cardinal Scale Manufacturing Co., Webb City, MO, USA) while
wearing only the garments used during subsequent HW, and then
asked to shower in order to remove any commercial products,
oils, and other accumulations from the skin prior to submersion.
Participants then entered the HW tank, and were seated in a metal
swing seat suspended from a calibrated Lode Cell (Loadcell No.
17062, VacuMed, Ventura, CA). Each participant was instructed
to submerge their entire body, and to then perform a maximum
voluntary exhalation underwater, within ± of 100g where the
average of the three highest values within 6-10 trials was used as
the final determination of underwater weight.

Statistical Analysis

We employed separate 2-way repeated-measures analyses
of variance (RM-ANOVA) to compare mean outcomes (as %BF)
obtained from 4 separate BCA methods (SF-BIA, MF-BIA, DXA,
and HW) for the entire sample, as well as divided according to
sex (male and female). This procedure was accompanied by
post hoc group-wise comparison of adjusted means, using the
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Bonferroni correction to adjust for multiple comparisons, as
appropriate. Bland and Altman (1986) plots showing limits of
agreement were created for all pairings of SF-BIA, MF-BIA, DXA,
and HW, with values expressed as mean difference, Lower Limits
Of Agreement (LLA), and Upper Limits Of Agreement (ULA). All
statistical analyses were performed using SPSS version 22 (IBM,
Chicago, IL, 2013) with statistical significance for all tests set a
priori at p ≤ 0.05.

Results

Subject demographic information for the complete sample, as
well as data parsed by sex, and mean %BF estimations for each
method, are displayed in Table 1.

There was a significant between-subjects effect between
all BCA modalities for the group F (1,23) = 63.8, p < 0.001).
Additionally, there was a significant within-subjects effect F (1.6,
31.1) = 17.078, p < 0.001). A significant difference was detected
between DXA and HW in mean estimation of %BF (p < 0.001).
When DXA results were compared to both the SF-BIA and MF-BIA
techniques, a significant difference was also observed between
average DXA and SF-BIA outcomes (p < 0.001). Likewise, when
the SF-BIA and MF-BIA techniques were compared, there was
a significant difference in mean estimation of %BF (p = 0.015).
There was also a strong correlation between SF-BIA and
HW outcomes (r = 0.902, p < 0.05), as well as a lesser, though
significant, correlation between DXA and MF-BIA results (r =
0.709, p < 0.05). The agreement between methods for estimation
of %BF is summarized in Bland-Altman plots (Figures 1 and 2).

Discussion

Overall, the results of this project help demonstrate that, in
young adults who are overweight or obese, different methods
for estimating %BF provide dissimilar results. These outcomes
depict large individual variability in estimations of %BF, with
significant differences apparent between the putative reference
Table 1: Demographics of study participants. DXA: Dual Energy X-Ray
Absorptiometry; MF-BIA: Multi-frequency Bioelectrical Impedance
analysis; SF-BIA: Single frequency bioelectrical impedance analysis;
TBW: total body water; UW: underwater weighing; % BF: Percent body
fat; % BW: Percent body weight
Total (N = 25) Male (n = 13) Female (n = 12)

Parameter

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

Age (Year)

24.6

4.7

26.2

5.9

22.8

1.7

82.9

18.7

86.4

18.9

79.2

18.5

Height (cm)
Weight (kg)

160.9

Body Mass Index
30.1
(kg/ m2)
DXA (% BF)
HW (% BF)
SF-BIA (% BF)
MF-BIA (% BF)
TBW (% BW)

34.2
28.2
26.2
30.9
51.4

39.3
4.1

10.6
9.3
8.0
8.8

18.2

165.3
29.4
25.5
20.8
20.1
25.1
57.2

49.8
3.6
6.6
6.1
5.7
7.1

23.7

156.2
30.8
43.0
35.7
32.9
37.3
45.2
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methods DXA and HW, as well as between the commonlyemployed SF- and MF-BIA techniques.

At present, DXA is becoming increasingly popular for
the assessment of soft tissue composition, in addition to the
evaluation of bone mineral density, for which DXA was originally
designed [8]. While the rapid, noninvasive nature of DXA is
understandably attractive to many patients, this method also
presents numerous non-trivial limitations that have caused some
experts to question whether DXA provides sufficient accuracy
and precision of measurement to serve as a scientific “gold
standard” [36].
Importantly for overweight and obese populations, DXA’s
estimates of bone mineral content and soft tissue composition
are sensitive to anteroposterior thickness of the body [36, 37].
Additionally, DXA estimation errors increase significantly in
regard to pixels containing bone, raising concern for the ability
of the DXA to accurately distinguish soft tissue in the thorax [20,

Figure 1: Plot of differences for SF-BIA and HW. The mean differ-

ence and 95% limits of agreement are indicated

Figure 2: Plot of differences for MF-BIA and DXA. The mean dif-

ference and 95% limits of agreement are indicated
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8]. This is a point of some importance for overweight individuals,
as excess body fat often accumulates in substantial stores
surrounding the trunk [33, 36]. In this region, the arrangement
of the ribs and spine prevents the DXA beam from directly
identifying many areas of soft tissue, these requiring predictive
estimation from adjacent pixels, which can lead to significant
overestimation of % BF [36]. This methodological bias may help
explain the results of the present investigation, which found that
DXA determinations overestimated body fat by an average of 6%
for the entire study population when compared to HW outcomes
(p < 0.05), with a 4.7 % mean overestimation of body fat for
males, and a mean 7.2 % overestimation of body fat for females.
This degree of deviation between so-called ‘criterion’ methods in
an overweight population raises concern when using DXA BCA
to monitor overweight subjects, particularly during periods of
intended weight-reduction.

When mean DXA and HW outcomes were compared to
average results from SF-BIA and MF-BIA, a significant difference
was detected (p < 0.05) between the %BF estimates produced
by DXA and SF-BIA, though HW results were not statistically
different (p ≥ 0.05) on average from SF-BIA or MF-BIA. While the
SF-BIA was found to significantly underestimate %BF relative to
mean DXA outcomes, SF-BIA results were significantly correlated
with HW (p < 0.05, r = 0.902), lending credence to their veracity.
This outcome builds agreement with other projects investigating
BCA in obese individuals; these researchers, which have
previously warned that DXA and SF-BIA devices cannot be used
interchangeably in light of the additive variability encompassed
by these methods [38-40].
While the strong agreement with HW suggests that SF-BIA
measures observed here are dependable, it can be argued the
apparent disparity observed between average SF-BIA and DXA
outcomes may be at least partially explained by the methodological
underpinnings of SF-BIA technology. Single frequency devices,
including the SF-BIA utilized herein, operate only at 50 kHz, a
low frequency current unable to penetrate cellular membranes to
allow determination of intracellular fluid, ultimately promoting
a bias toward underestimation of %BF [41, 28]. Moreover, the
assessment of tissue impedance performed by the SF-BIA device
used in this project is restricted to the upper body, which may
exacerbate differences observed between males and females,
or between various ethnic populations [42, 43]. Perhaps most
importantly, the equations employed by this SF-BIA device may
also have plausibly contributed to an underestimation of %BF, as
these models were developed using normal-weight populations
[20].

Interestingly, DXA and MF-BIA estimates of %BF recorded
in this study were also found to be significantly correlated (p <
0.05, r = 0.709), though these measures were significantly higher
(p < 0.05) on average than HW or SF-BIA, respectively. This
methodological disparity has important ramifications for BCA
in this population, and is reflected elsewhere in the literature.
Another contemporary project reported that MF-BIA showed
better agreement with DXA estimations of body composition
than SF-BIA in post-menopausal women (BMI: 26.6 ± 4.1 kg/ m2),
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with the latter technique found to produce significantly lower
determinations of %BF in comparison to DXA [44]. Similarly, one
recent study reported strong agreement between MF-BIA and
DXA estimates of body composition in obese clinical patients [45],
while another reported that SF-BIA tended to underestimate %BF
compared to DXA [46]. Importantly, the latter project reported
that the magnitude of SF-BIA disagreement with DXA increased
in proportion to increasing % BF, with the bias significantly
elevated for females [46].

None of these projects utilized another comparative reference
measure to verify DXA performance in overweight subjects,
while the results of the current study suggest that DXA cannot
be expected to perform similarly to HW, an established “gold
standard” [43], and may not be suitable as a criterion measure in
this population. Clearly, this outcome complicates interpretation
of existing body composition research in subjects with excess
body fat, and these systematic disparities in BCA require further
research to illuminate the best possible techniques for assessing
overweight subjects.
The limitations of this study are comparable to a
preponderance of acute body composition research. Firstly, our
participants had a maximum weight threshold of 130 kg, this due
to the weight restrictions of the DXA apparatus. As a result, these
conclusions may not generalize to individuals who weigh > 130
kg. Additionally, BIA, DXA, and HW methodologies each assume
that the hydration of FFM is constant between individuals (73.2
%), while subjects herein were measured in a randomized
order during a single prolonged session without access to food
or water. Moreover, as subjects were measured at only a single
time point, the results of this study lack direct assessment of
measurement reliability. The current study was also unable to
directly assess the hydration status of subjects prior to testing.
To mitigate this inability, and attempt to standardize hydration of
the study participants, written pre-testing guidelines were issued
to subjects in advance of participation, then discussed with the
individual directly two days prior to participation.
In conclusion, the present study adds to a limited body
of research examining the accuracy of BCA techniques in
overweight populations. It is the authors’ hope that the findings
of this study assist in the identification of BCA methods most
suitable for overweight or obese individuals, particularly
in regard to the putative ‘criterion’ methods applied to this
population. The results of the current project indicate that DXA
and HW cannot be used interchangeably in overweight and obese
subjects, and suggest that significant differences exist between
SF- and MF-BIA techniques in these individuals. Our data also
indicate that SF-BIA performance strongly correlates with HW
in subjects with excess body fat; however, these methods both
produced significantly different estimates of % BF on average
than DXA, suggesting suboptimal DXA performance in this
group. Interestingly, MF-BIA devices were found to generate
similar % BF estimations to DXA on average, and the efficacy
of these devices in overweight and obese subjects may warrant
further investigation. Finally, future studies utilizing substantial
sample sizes are requisite in order to robustly demonstrate the
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performance of available BCA techniques across an expanded
range of human body composition, and to help ensure accurate
analysis of body composition in those subjects for whom these
measures are perhaps most clinically consequential.
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